
The Legend of Euler's Series\One of the great mathematial hallenges of the early 18th entury was to�nd an expression for the sum of reiproal squares(?) 1 + 122 + 132 + 142 + 152 + : : :Joh. Bernoulli eagerly sought for this expression for many deades."1In 1689 Ja. Bernoulli proved the onvergene of the series. In 1728{1729Goldbah and D. Bernoulli evaluated the series with an auray of 0:01. Stirlingin 1730 found eight digits of the sum.L. Euler in 1734 alulated the �rst eighteen digits (!) after the deimal pointof the sum (?) and reognized �2=6, whih has the same eighteen digits. He onje-tured that the in�nite sum is equal to �2=6. In 1735 Euler disovered an expansionof the sine funtion into an in�nite produt of polynomials:(??) sinxx = �1� x2�2��1� x222�2��1� x232�2��1� x242�2� � � �Comparing this presentation with the standard sine series expansionsinx = x� x33! + x55! � x77! + x99! � � � �Euler not only proved that the sum (?) is equal to �2=6, moreover he alulated allsums of the type 1 + 12k + 13k + 14k + 15k + � � �for even k.Putting x = �=2 in (??) he got the beautiful Wallis Produt�2 = 2 � 21 � 3 4 � 43 � 5 6 � 65 � 7 8 � 87 � 9 � � �whih had been known sine 1655. But Euler's �rst proof of (??) was not satis-fatory. In 1748, in his famous Introdutio in Analysin In�nitorum, he presented aproof whih was suÆiently rigorous for the 18th entury. The series of reiproalsquares was named the Euler series.If somebody wants to understand all the details of the above legend he has tostudy a lot of things, up to omplex ontour integrals. This is why the detailedmathematial exposition of the legend of Euler's series turns into an entire ourseof Calulus. The fasinating history of Euler's series is the guiding thread of thepresent ourse, On Euler's footsteps.
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